Influence of distinct radiotherapy techniques to induce second cancer risks in left breast cancer. Material and methods: Ten female patients with intact left breast cancer. Two treatment plans for each patient: 1) two tangential beams 3D-Conformal radiotherapy, 2) intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) plan. Estimation of second cancer risk from Organ equivalent dose models (OEDs) in three dose-response model for organs at risk in left breast cases. Results: The P-value for OED models in 3D-IMRT for left lung, both lung, heart, right lung, right breast, thyroid, liver and spinal cord in linear dose model was 0.016, 0.005, 0.019, 3.95E−06, 5.79E−07, 0.003, 1.78E−10 and 0.000206475 respectively, for linear exponential dose model 0.0577, 0.024, 0.031, 3.40E−06, 3.28E−07, 0.003, 2.01E−10 and 0.000120072 respectively and in plateau dose model 0.088, 0.042, 0.039, 3.18E−06, 2.53E−07, 0.003, 2.27E−10 and 9.00535E−05 respectively. Conclusion: organ equivalent dose models for organs at risk increasing in IMRT than tangential beams.
en have grade (I or II) breast subject to conservation breast surgery, 1.1/3 make mastectomy. Late-stage of breast cancer can develop BCS with 1/3 %, and 2/3 % subject to mastectomy [2] .
Last studies approved that mastectomy can be a cause of disturbances like depression and anxiety in addition to physical problems as breastfeed deficiency, loss of sensation in skin of chest and Deformation of body shape [3] [4] .
Secondary cancer risk determined as aspect of impact about accidental and occupational irradiation then become well recognized for the age and as impact after radiotherapy. From preceding records regarding second radiation-induced cancer it confirmed occurrence over sarcoma of last irradiated area [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
The modern studies reported dose-impact relationship for second radiation-induced cancers. They estimated that second cancer risk rises with increase dose [10] . The dose-impact relation is not linear in most tumors for doses greater than 3 Gy. Connection for the dose rate is too significant, with less carcinogenic impact in low doses [8] [10] .
The dose-response relationship is based on Radiobiological modeling to calculate harm of inducing cancer after radiotherapy. The risk rises by low doses of radiation reaching a highest rate and then reduces with the rising dose. The best way to minimize the risk of second tumors is to decrease radiation dose to sites where the dose is already low [11] [12] .
From principle of organ equivalent dose to report SCR, organ mean dose is not a linear function (due to inhomogeneity of dose within tissues), the principle of OED is the response of mean weighted dose overall volume of the organ. The risk percent for different plans is synonymous to OED ratios [12] [13] .
Literature showed that inversed planning (IMRT) results in better dose distribution than conformal radiotherapy (3D-CRT) for treatment of breast after conservative breast surgery [14] . 2) Tangential beams Three-dimensional conformal radiation therapy planning created with two tangent fields with energy 6 MV or 6 MV and 10 MV depending on the patient separation. Fields were shaped at the beam's eye view to encompass the PTV shape using multi-leaf collimator (MLC).
Materials and Methods
3) Intensity-modulated radiation therapy planning created using 6 MV with seven fields started with medial tangential beam and ended with the lateral tangent but not opposing to medial tangent field increasing angle with 5 degree and other beams distributed and divide around the target with equal space. 
V is the volume of all the body, V i is volume of organ at risk volume, and D i is mean dose absorbed for organ at risk, α and δ are a parameter to estimate response curve of organ to dose [15] .
It is a dosimetric study so there is no follow up taken to check difference between two plans.
Results and Discussion
Organ Equivalent dose calculation for ten patients of intact post-lumpectomy left breast cancer with tangent beams 3DCRT and 7 fields -IMRT plans for left lung, both lung, heart, right lung, right breast, thyroid, liver and spinal cord.
Absorbed Dose (Gy)
From Figure 1 we see the mean dose in Gy and the SD for tangent beam From Table 1 we conclude that there is no significant difference for left lung in model of exponential response and plateau response between tangent 3D-CRT and IMRT but for left lung in linear dose response model all other organs at risk there is significant difference for organ equivalent dose models in two tangent 3D-CRT and IMRT, where intensity modulated radiation therapy can induce second cancer risk for organ at risk than tangent beams three dimensional conformal radiation therapy.
Organ Equivalent Dose
The secondary of the dose depended on the distance from the isocenter and their modalities. Where TOMO, is less than or compatible with the secondary of the dose and OED from conventional IMRT and VMAT but TOMO is similar to IMRT and VMAT as increasing the distance from the field edge [16] .
Older radiation techniques increase the secondary risk where more volumes take high doses [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Nowadays radiotherapy techniques decrease risk of second cancer by reducing the organ at risk dose [14] . Smoke is significantly increase risk of lung cancer in patients even using modern radiation techniques [22] [23] . The risk of second cancers increases by using multi-field IMRT when comparing with 3D-CRT where enormous normal tissue exposed to lower doses [14] [24] .
Organs near to the PTV have rising risk to stimulate second cancer [25] .
Second cancer risks for in-field organs were more than for organs outside of treatment field with an exception for ITF and VMAT plan [16] . Optimization and conformation to treated volume consequence reduce in relative OED in all three relationships dose-response. Volumetric arc therapy and intensity modulated radiation therapy plan decreases volume receive high dose close to normal organs by increasing the numbers of field to attain more conformed dose while increasing spare of the low dose across a larger volume while a resulting a high doses to skin [12] .
Treatment modality used in left breast cancer may be a relative cause of second cancer risk [26] . Where doses for organs at a distant from the treated volume in volumetric modulated arc therapy increases the risk of second cancer to these organs. Conventional plans compared to new complicated plans are reported to increase second cancer risk organs at risk like in heart and left lung [12] .
Radiotherapy patients sometimes have increasing risk to develop second cancer due to some factors as genetic, environment and their culture which is more dominant than risk from radiation [15] from dose-response curve we can't know which model is reasonable for carcinogenesis but Plateau model may be suitable to evaluate risk of second cancer [12] .
Conclusions
From the present study we conclude that the mean doses of the left lung, both lung, heart, right lung, right breast, thyroid and liver were found to be significantly higher in intensity modulated radiation than tangent beams three dimensional conformal radiation therapy plans for left breast cancer.
The second cancer risk for organ equivalent dose models for organs at risk increasing in intensity modulated radiation than tangent beams three dimensional conformal radiation therapy.
